MERLYN GRANT RECIPIENT 2019

MOLLY GUN
IS A HIGH SCHOOL STUDENT IN
MASSACHUSETTS. SHE’ll TEACH
DRIVERS ABOUT THE IMPACT OF
CAR IDLING ON THE CLIMATE.
HER MERLYN GRANT IS $500.
“I cringe every day before and after school when
I see just how many people are idling in the
parking lot and pick-up/drop-off line. How many
cars in how many parking lots in how many
places in the world? And how many people
are unaware of what they are doing to the
environment?”
A leader on the Project Green Schools' National
Youth Council, Molly will use her grant to design and produce automobile
air fresheners (unscented and scented), posters, and stickers that remind drivers
to turn off their engines. She is training fellow students to safely engage drivers
about the damaging effects of idling.
[PHOTO ABOVE] “Here I’m putting my grant to use at my first environmental event in
my town. I was thrilled to be there but also nervous. I was amazed at how nice
everyone turned out to be and was grateful that they were genuinely interested in my
cause and wanted to know more! I was able to talk about the dangers of idling -but with people who had actually asked for the information!”
[PHOTO LEFT] “In an effort to entertain the young kids at this event with their
parents, I brought supplies with me so that they could plant flowers. (Planting
things can help offset carbon pollution.) It was a big hit! My booth was a mess
afterwards, which I took as a sign of success. That raw,
enthusiastic reaction to my project from little kids is
something that I don’t usually get with teenagers and adults,
so it was nice to be able to speak at this event with community
members of ALL ages.”
`
[PHOTO RIGHT] “I’ve had so many amazing opportunities come my way through the
National Youth Council of Project Green Schools. . . . Here I’m in New York as delegate at
the Friendship Ambassador United Nations Youth Assembly. I got to hear a lot about
what others are doing to help combat climate change.”
“I’ve learned many lessons in these roles . . . the most important is that doing
nothing about global warming is being complicit, and that I must get the ball rolling
myself should I wish to see change.”
GENEROUS CONTRIBUTORS HAVE MADE MOLLY’S MERLYN CLIMATE GRANT POSSIBLE.
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